L.T. RED-X
ODORLESS INDUSTRIAL
LINE TREATMENT
L.T. RED-X uses state of the art technology to
address troublesome drain line stoppages. Attacks rags, grease, hair, paper products which
are the main source of most drain obstructions.
L.T. RED-X restores drain lines to full flow capacity. Will not cause offensive fumes like most drain
openers. Converts grease & breaks it down into
a soft malable detergent like mass allowing easy
flow down drain lines.
STORAGE
Store in a cool dry area. Keep from freezing.
If frozen L.T. RED-X may separate or thicken.
Bring product back to room temperature and
mix thoroughly. This will not affect performance.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Ready to use formulation.
Preventative Maintenance Use 1/4 cup of L.T.
RED-X with 1 cup of hot water. Pour in drain. For
larger drains, mix 1/2 cup of L.T. RED-X with 2 cups
of hot water. Do not use the drain for 5 minutes.
Stopped Up Drains Remove Standing water
and pour 1/2 cup of L.T. RED-X in the drain. Add
1 cup hot water. For larger drains, use 3/4 cup of
L.T. RED-X in the drain with 2 cups of hot water.
Do not use drain for 10 minutes. (If necessary
use plunger to assist process.)
Urinals, Toilets & Tubs Pour 3/4 cup of L.T.
RED-X and add 4 cups of hot water. Let stand
for 1/2 hour before flushing. (If necessary use
plunger to assist the process.)
CAUTION: Do not use where acid drain openers are present.
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EXCLUSIVELY FOR INDUSTRIAL & INSTITUTIONAL USE

L.T.
RED-X
Odorless Industrial Line
Treatment

•Non-Fuming •Use in Public Areas
•Safe for Use in Toilets, Urinals,
Septic Systems, Most Pipes,
Fixtures and Plumbing.
•Fast Acting Formula
NET CONTENTS: 6 GALLONS

DANGER:

CAUSES SEVERE SKIN BURNS
AND EYE DAMAGE

DANGER
Causes severe skin burns and eye damage.
May be corrosive to metals.
Do not breathe mists. Wash hands
thoroughly after handling. Wear protective gloves, protective clothing and
eye protection. If swallowed: Rinse mouth. Do
NOT induce vomiting. If on skin (or hair): Take
off immediately all contaminated clothing.
Rinse skin with water or shower. Wash contaminated clothing before reuse. If inhaled: Remove
person to fresh air and keep comfortable for
breathing. Immediately call a poison center or
doctor. If in eyes: Rinse cautiously with water
for several minutes. Remove contact lenses, if
present and easy to do. Continue rinsing. Store
locked up. Dispose of contents and container
in accordance with local, state, and national
regulations. Keep only in original container.
Absorb spillage to prevent material damage.
Store in a corrosive resistant container with a
resistant inner liner.
HMIS CODES: Health–3, Flammability– 0,
Reactivity–1 , Personal Protection–C.

To Reorder Call (281) 647-9700 or
1-800-295-BETA
Product Code: 2002-P

BETA TECHNOLOGY, INC.
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
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